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Data sources Learning tasks
● Carried out in various sports
  
● Performed during both
matches and practice sessions
 
● Increasingly feasible and affordable
Players are a club's most important asset
 
● Scouting and recruiting new players
 
● Keeping players injury-free
and in top shape
Clubs take evidence-based decisions
 
● Leveraging the team's strengths
 
● Exploiting the opponent's weaknesses
Motivation for Machine Learning
● Overwhelming quantities of data
 
● Complexly structured data
 
● Simple statistical models fail to
 
capture complex interactions
Application of Machine Learning
Given
 
● A dataset D
 
● A learning task T
 
Learn
 
A predictive model M
Completed passesShots on target
Possession
Loss Win WinDraw
< 52% >= 52%
< 3 >= 3 < 38% >= 38%
● GPS data
 
● Heart rate data
 
● Quantified self
 
● Raw match statistics
 
● Play-by-play data
Team management
 
✔ Performance prediction
 
✔ Starting line-up optimization
 
✔ Player substitution optimization
 
Player management
 
✔ Injury prevention
 
✔ Rehabilitation
 
✔ Playing style identification
 
Match outcome prediction
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